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Sauna public meeting 7430177:11:17.7241371+00:00 heroku[router]: at=error
code=H10 desc="App crashed" method=GET path="/" host=fatal-error-capture-on-
sauna.herokuapp.com request_id=6a633b2e-7f70-440c-b22c-afbd3b2e1c9c
fwd="63.187.132.233" dyno= connect= service= status=503 bytes= protocol=https A:
Adding the following to your Procfile worked for me: web: bundle exec puma -t -C
config/puma.rb -e production -C is for copy, and is required because the puma app is
replacing the currently running rails server. bundle exec puma -t -C config/puma.rb -e
production is also an option. I'll update my answer if there are other options I can
share. Q: Accessing a hash within a hash with a key value in Javascript I have a hash
containing keys and values: var dict = new Object(); var key1 = 'key 1'; var value1 =
'value 1'; var key2 = 'key 2'; var value2 = 'value 2'; dict[key1] = value1; dict[key2] =
value2; print(dict[key1] === 'value 1'); //prints true print(dict[key2] === 'value 2');
//prints false Why does accessing the value within the dict[key1] not return 'value 1'
but instead prints out 'value 2'? A: Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty is the property
you want. The hasOwnProperty() method returns true or false, depending on whether
the object has the specified property as a direct property. It also returns true for
properties inherited from the prototype
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